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End-of-Program Review 5-Year Assessment July 2019 

Community Based Projects and Service Learning Across the Curriculum 

By Ellen Shortt-Sanchez (CCBLA), Alex McCarty (Faculty), Anthony Zaragoza (Faculty) 

 

Overview  
Evergreen has a rich tradition of Community Based Projects and Service Learning (CBP/SL). We have 
used it as a core for our teaching and learning since the founding and it is clearly an important mode of 
pedagogy, inquiry, and engagement.  

 

In the five-year period ending 2012-18, CBP/SL is reflected in the curriculum in a range of activities on a 
continuum from observation, community visits, and field trips to interviews, oral histories, community 
based research to convening forums, facilitating ongoing activities with youth, and long term internships 
and partnerships. 

 

Planning Units have been restructured into Content Area Teams made up of Paths of Study so we cannot 
compare breakdown that was used in the last five year review. 

 

All Level, First Year, Lower Division, Sophomore through Senior, and Upper Division programs include 
CBP/SL. 

 

One trend worth noting and directly addressing as an institution is the fact that the percentage of programs 
offered at Evergreen, that included Community Based Projects and/or Service Learning (CBP/SL) 
dropped by 10% from 30% to 20%. 176 programs reported using CBP/SL over the five year period. 

 

Explanations for this may be that faculty who did lots of CBL/SL have retired and these practices have 
not been sufficiently passed on. But also CBL takes work: CBL is about building relationships and this 
takes time and effort, but as faculty are having to do more, some of the more labor intensive parts of the 
job may tend to lessen.      
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Recommendations 

Given that CBP/SL is considered a high impact best practice and leads to meaningful engagement and 
learning, we think it is important to find a way to move beyond simply capturing the percentage of 
programs that are incorporating CBP/SL in some form, and capture the level, type and quality of learning 
experience. 

 

Introductory: Students are nearly entirely led by faculty and community partners in their work. The work 
is simpler and more rote, and does not contain a high level of responsibility. 

 

Intermediate: Students are guided by faculty and/or community partners, but have some responsibility and 
independent work; there is a growing level of complexity and a variety of factors that must be considered. 

 

Advanced: Students have a high level of responsibility, trust, and decision-making with community 
partners. They work independently but are accountable to the community and the work they do involves a 
high level of complexity and higher order thinking and application of learning. 

 

In the next iteration of the EPR it will be important to think through how we better capture the CBL work 
in the EPR. Given that CBL is considered a high impact best practice and leads to meaningful 
engagement and learning, we think it is important to find a way to categorize the types of activities 
(modes) and which are the most frequent and which are under utilized. We could do this by not just 
having a box for descriptions, but also check boxes that represent various modes. Another idea for data 
capture would be to explicitly track partnership information (add a follow up question - what 
organizations did you partner with as faculty/program?) 

 

We might also ask why CBP/SL was not used, not for faculty to need to justify, but to see what barriers 
exist, if any.  We could add an option ‘No I didn’t but I considered it’ with a follow up ‘Please share what 
barriers prevented you from doing it.’  We also propose sharing these contact people with CCBLA to 
follow up with faculty who considered CBP/SL but faced barriers. 

 

This could help faculty incorporate these levels and modes as part of pathway development in strategic 
areas of the curriculum.  

 

We also think it is important to look at which areas of the curriculum could benefit from more CBL, as in 
where is CBL being under utilized in a way that could help develop the pedagogy and learning? 

 

SOS affiliated with CCBLA, and other SOS programs, are academic programs and tracked on EPR.   
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ILC/independent INT are not tracked through EPR but are present in the curriculum.  

 

CBP/SL as a high impact best practice raises student engagement and learning and helps in recruiting, and 
thus we need to raise the profile of this pedagogical work by:   

● Further develop the institutional commitment  

● Raise the visibility institutionally of Community Based Learning as a High Impact Practice 
especially given it helps Evergreen continue to be unique, effective, and life changing. 

● This will also involve thinking about how to make the CBL practices easier for faculty who have 
the desire/inclination toward CBL, but do not know how/where to begin, or are unsure about how 
to do this work here.  

● Perhaps various basic one day CCBLA institutes to inform, train, recruit faculty for this work.   

● We recommend providing resources for faculty who want to include CBP/SL in their curriculum 
via the Learning and Teaching Center professional development. 

● How to renew and increase faculty commitment to Community Connections.  

● Worth considering how might this influence the hiring process.   

● CCBLA could create a very clear, simple, and comprehensive sheet that tells faculty what the 
CCBLA does, what it can help with and how, and what its best work looks like. Faculty training 
and development could partner with the CCBLA to recruit new and newish faculty to work with 
CBL.  

 

Finally, the Community Based Projects and Service Learning aspect of Evergreen also makes for rich 
marketing, recruiting, and public relations materials. We recommend that Marketing, Advancement and 
Press Relations and other outward facing offices mine this material for the useful stories and raw material 
for their work. 

 

 

 

 

 


